To see what the promotional movie of the same product, Each concept were respectively constructed for Optimized SNS marketing movie. There are two types of movies. One is the teaser of product design in the form of showing 'Feature Movie' and the other is the 'Viral Movie' presenting USP of the product in parody technique, which can be compared with each others. The two movies show on YouTube, then feedback from viewers were analyzed in detail.
As a result, data for view and shares of viral movie showed relatively higher than the feature movie. It means that the viral movie is more effective for marketing since its various elements such as fun, story and visuals are sharable. It makes people more interested and immersed in these contents. Thus, viral movies for SNS marking are distributed to reflect the issue of the time, all the concepts are clear to show what the product is for, and most importantly it can trigger the attention of viewers. 
